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MIKE & JORY
The Volleyball Team is

Did you know Omt

CRAZY BRADYS
T- m K

closely scrutinized by your

George Fox has it's very

favorite bizarre columnists.
See page 7

own campus grandpa?

Meet him on Page 4.

m m

Our A&E Columnists

review the new Brady
Movie. See Page 5.

c
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''The relentless pursuit of truth and excellence, in Christ,

Oregon State Fair rejects
George Fox student's poem
KARI GODEL

"his hands didn't change

worked with her father to

Statt Writer, The Crescent

what a wonderful father he

create something that she
felt would be unique in at
tempt to catch the eye of

has been."
families

For the elder Dent, who

are breaking up every day,
and many children grow up
never knowing their fa
thers, Amy Dent feels
blessed. The twenty-yearold George Fox Writing/
Literature major realizes

is not ashamed of his pros
thesis, Amy's poem was

In

a

time

when

father who is still very
much a part of her life.
To pay tribute to her fa
ther, Jack Dent, Amy wrote
a poem. In writing the
piece, she hoped to honor

hands

with the exception of one
thumb.

Dent

said

that

she

hoped that in reading her
work people would see that

and

ceived

Amy was not embarrassed
by his hook, but in fact, was
proud of his accomplish

handicapped.

m e n t s .

Her

work

won

much

praise from George Fox
Writing/Lit. professor Ed
Higgins' creative writing
class and also earned her a

place in last year's edition
of The Wineskin, a yearly
ASC publication of student
h e r f a t h e r f o r t h e i n fl u e n c e
and staff poetry. Amy went
that he has been in her life, on to enter the poem into
and for his perseverance in an Oregon State Fair con
the face of trials.
test in the category 'Best
The poem describes the Original Poem Presented in
events of a college chemis A r t i s t i c F o r m ' w h i c h a l l o w s
contestants to combine po
try experiment that hap
p e n e d b e f o r e A m y w a s etry with art.
The poem is mounted on
born, an accident in which
her father lost both

viewer

an

aluminum

sheet

and

is

cause

people to rethink precon

"an honor". It told him that

how fortunate she is to have

a family that is intact and a

the

This

notions
was

not

about

the

the

fi r s t

summer that Amy had en
tered the State Fair contest,

two years ago she earned
the Best of Show award. As

a family ritual, they arrived
at the fair on opening day
in anticipation to see who
had won the poetry contest.
This year. Amy didn't
win. No judge ever saw her
work. She said she felt "to

tally floored" as she real
ized that her poem was not
a part of the display.
When Amy and her fam
ily pressed for answers as
to why her poem had been
eliminated

from

the

con

test, she discovered that a

volunteer poetry coordina-

surrounded by parts of Jack
Dent's prosthetic devices,
including a hook, a cable
and some washers. Amy

Please turn to

POEM, Page 3

Fox Multi-cultural Society
plans Impact on Community
MEREDITH MICHEL
Staff Writer, The Crescent

"Join us in impacting our

tity. They want all members of
the student body to become in
volved because everyone can
contribute to the development

tation of more cul

a new advisor, focus, and slo

become more cul

gan for this new school year.

turally aware of
who we are, we can

as a result of the society's peti

tures, ranging from
Hispanic to innercity to Native

break down our bi

American at future

tion to the President's Cabinet

ases and learn from

meetings and ac

last spring. Sears graduated one another," says
from Grand Canyon Univer M a r t a .
Activities that
sity with a degree in Commu
nication and was residing in t h e M u l t i - c u l t u r a l
Phoenix, AZ before coming to S o c i e t y w i l l b e
M A RTA
Fox as the new Director of Out
sponsoring include
reach and Christian Disciple- the music programs for two
ship along with overseeing the chapels of the year and all of
Multi-cultural Society. She is the Martin Luther King Junior
half Mexican and half Cuban
chapel in January. They are
so she has a lot to offer to the also planning to attend the
National Christian Multi-cul
society.
The society focuses on cre tural Student Leadership Con
ating a way for students to ex ference at Messiah College in
press their cultural heritage in early November.
a Christ-centered environ

T^e society was excited to

ment, thus building self-iden

see a variety of cultures repre-

Where's
Bruin?

"Jesus was the

SEARS

out of his comfort
zone, so we should
follow in His foot

steps. After all we all worship
the same God;" says Michelle
Ledgerwood.
Everyone is invited to come
and share, or just listen, to
other insights and perspec
tives. If you have any specific
questions or concerns, please

contact Marta at extension
2322 or Michelle at extension
3813.

Complain. So some of you
have classes when the Cres

cent comes out? (Which is, by
the way, Friday at One.)
OK, Fine. Call in anytime
with the location of the Bruin

This issue of The Crescent

is sponsored by the Newberg
Higher Ground.
So if you find the Bruin in
the ads, then next week it could

tivities.

first person to step

Whine & Moan, Complain,

before Saturday at noon, and
we'll enter you in a completely
fair and random drawing for
the prize. Happy Now?

bread together. They anxiously
await the represen

awareness. "If we

Marta Sears has been hired

relaxing In a kiddle-pooi at last Saturday's Beach Bash.

shared, and ate Mexican sweet

of

cultural

Junior David Wood ponders the meaning of iife whiie

sented at its last meeting
where everyone laughed,

community like never before."
The Multi-cultural Society has

our

Sink or Swim...

Last Weeks winner:

Congrats to Jen Sayler on
winning the $20 gift certficate
from Fred Meyer.

be your photo in this box.
This week, we owe a great
big thank you to the Newberg
Higher Ground.
The extension to call is
X4103.

Find the Bruin $
and win a free CD

of your choice from
Higher Ground. 3
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Capital Punishment: the

^The C.

Crescent

Execution of Justice

DAN SAWYER

MISSION STATEMENT:"T/ichi/ss/oh of The Crescent is to provide a
forum characterized by integrity & excellence. Wc seek to use Christian ethics
to bring to light the truth, ecoiirage thought & challenge faith..."
A n d r e w M i l l e r, E d I l o r - i n - C h l c f

Sarih Swanson,Sports Edilor
Bryee Tucker, Advertising Director

Elizabeth Phares, Layout & Design Edilor
Chrislina Reagan, Page Layout
Rachel Duncan, Copy Editor
Ryan Zempel, Virtual Layout

Is it possible for a Christian
to support the death penalty in
good conscience? Isn't it our
job as Christians to forgive
rather than to punish? In a
democratic society, is the citi
zen guilty of murder when a

Kelly Irish, Assistant Edilor
Jon Meyers, A & E Editor
Meredith Michel, Office Manager
Elizabeth Ford, Layout & Design Intern
Kristine Jackson, Page Layout
Andy Linville, Copy Edilor
Jon Webb, Staff Photographer

ThcCrcscent encourages "Letters to the Editor." Letters should be typcwritlcnand no longer than
250 words. Letters must be signed and may be edited for length, spelling and clarity. The Crescent
reserves the right to refuse publication of any letter. Send letters to The Crescent, SUB Box E.

criminal is executed?

Lose the Stereotypes
SARAH SWANSON
Sports Editor

Red-heads

have

bad

tempers.

Athletes are rowdy.
If you wear glasses you are

a nerd.

Smart people are unathletic.

Girls can't play sports and
guys can't cook.
E ff e m i n a t e m e n a n d s h o r t haired women are homosexu
als.

People who question are
trying to break down the in
stitution which they're ques
tioning.

Our society seems preoccu

pied with creating boxes for
people to fit in and it doesn't
seem to matter whether these

boxes are the right shape or
not, but our society creates
them non-the-less.

It's always easier to draw

definitive lines around a per
son and reduce them to a two-

dimensional generalization
rather then take the time to

lower ones personal defenses
and take the risk to know

someone as a human being.
To t a k e t h e r i s k t o k n o w

someone as a human being
you take many risks: a risk of
rejection, a risk of embarrass
ment, the risk of wasted time.

. . it's easier to let your past
experiences guide you.
Sure, it's easier, but it makes

you less of a person.
When we assume that all

people with Southern accents
are red necked racist hicks we

then lose the opportunity to
meet someone who might be
that missing puzzle piece which

These are questions 1 have
heard all of my life, and espe
cially in the last two weeks
(with the advent of Oregon's

God intended for our life.

fi r s t e x e c u t i o n i n o v e r 3 0

Stereotypes don't allow for
individuality. They kill the

years). As a Christian, it is my
obligation to forgive those
who sin against me and to deal
with my feelings of anger,
bitterness,vengeance, or what
have you. So, by this standard
at least, capital punishment is
wrong. It implicates the whole

Einstiens, the Beethovens, the

Martin Luther Kings, the Jesus
Christs.

They reduce a person to a
stock character who is unable

to change or grow. It deprives
the personality quirks which
make us unique individuals.
Consider

World

War

II.

Hitler turned human beings
into a term. Living, breathing,
sighing, crying, laughing,
thinking, loving humans were

of society in a crime as grisly
as the one it is designed to
does

u

for-

necessitate

turned into Jew, Homosexual,
Traitor, Communist.

an absence

It's much easier to hate a

quences?

"thing" then it is to hate a
neighbor, friend or brother.
Consider the McCarthy
hearings from the '50s. If you

had certain characteristics

you'd be branded a commu
n i s t o r a t r a i t o r.

Consider the claims of

conse

The

evidence to support them are

often the result of assumptions
based on stereotypical infor
mation.

By putting people into

boxes we can ruin them, but

sadly, we also ruin our self.

protect and/or give satis

faction to the victim. A van
dal, in addition to meetmg
restitution, must pay fines,
serve the community, and

person does not nessecarily
mean excusing the crime.

A free society is a delicate

solution of totalitarianism and

possibly serve time in jail.
By the code of Hamerabi,

anarchy, a mixture which is in
herently volatile. Too much
anarchy leaves the populous
crying for totalitarianism; they

and almost every other
code that has existed in hu

man society since the begm-

are so desperate for stability
that they can quite easily ac

ning of documented his
tory, a murderer owes his or

cept a dictator that controls

her life in exchange for the
one that has been taken.
But in American society, the

everything, even down to
what people say and think (re
member Germany in the late
twenties and early thirties?).

rules regarding murder are
so muddied and sur
r o u n d e d w i t h " m o r a l i t y, "

But too much law brings about
revolution, a lesson seen time

that justice, by its own stan

and time again from America

dards, is rarely done.
In a democratic society,

to France to the USSR/Russia.

Crime and punishment, al-

Old

of consequences?^^
f

sets down the dispensement of
justice as a role of the state, and
capital punishment is specifi
cally mandated within that
code of justice. Even though
1 have received divine for

may

mold
own

our
gov

e r n m e n t ,
but
we
are

not the government.
"The State"

is an entity
unto itself,

Te s t a m e n t

though not the only factor, is
a major ingredient in the fate
of a society. The first duty of
law enforcement is to "protect
the property and serve the
populous"(Chicago PD oath

having many responsibili

t h e l a w.

more than s/he is at fault
for the House Bank scandal.

of office) from those outside of

The question then becomes,

what is appropriate punish
ment? To quote the ancient

Babylonian Emperor
Hamerabi: "An eye for an eye,
a tooth for a tooth." This

policy does not encourage re

ties, most of which revolve

around the protection of the
order of society. A Chris
tian (or any other citizen) is
not responsible for the
death of a murderer any

The state is responsible for
meeting justice, and does
nothing but harm to the

populous when that obliga
tion is not fulfilled.

venge, it limits it. If I stole

Therefore, here I stand.
A Christian who has com

your stereo, you would be jus
tified in stealing it back, but
not in beating me up as well.

passion for the criminal,
and a citizen with a need for
justice.

Hinn: Is a revival starting?
ANDREW S. MILLER
Editor-in-Chief

1 was skimming through the
Oregonian the other day and 1

saw on page one the following

headline: "The Benny Hinn cmsade arrives: Miracle maker or

leap of faith?" Having seen Mr.
Hinn perform on television a few

times before and finding him an
interesting case study, I decided
to read on.
Mr. Hinn is the faith healer

who inspired comedian Steve
Martin for his movie "Leap of
Faith" and draws huge crowds to
his "crusades." At these crusades

there are demonstrations of

"signs and wonders" that include

trembling, weeping and falling
down.

At the crusade, Hinn also has

an alter call for healing and asks
all those who "want Jesus to set
[them] free now" to come to the
stage. What then proceeds is

people falling over, often losing
consciousness, undergoing what
is known as being 'Slain in the
Spirit'. In some areas this has been

POORorATHES
I TJOA
.t aPRKSEPUPANPNOWHERETOGO.

cases, goes even farther to

restitution and preform com
munity service. Forgiving a

necessitate an absence

many who claim the term giveness for my mistakes, 1
"Christian." If you ask too s t i l l m u s t b e a r t h e c o n s e
quences for them during my
many questions you're doubt
ing Christ and are sinning. If lifetime. For instance, if I
you listen to a certain type of were a habitual drug user, I
music or read a certain type of w o u l d s t i l l h a v e t o d e a l w i t h
book then your salvation the devastating effect of ad
diction on my life, even
might be in jeopardy.
Not only do stereotypes though 1 would still receive
make people seem flat and cli- a heavenly "pardon" for my
ched, but by assuming that crimes against myself and my
they are correct, we can cause peers. When 1 was arrested
serious problems. Damaging for vandalism when I was six
rumors with little or no factual

had a legal obligation to make

...does forgiveness

t

giveness
of

serve, so to speak. The
American system, in most

people 1 wronged, but I still

we

punish.
B

I have gotten what I de

teen, 1 was forgiven by the

Guest Writer

accompanied by speaking in
tongues or by fits of laughter.

lan
rnconcem^by
s "anti
d- Ierage
knowsecul
thataifrInobody
were your
patio
or attitude thatthiyou
must
, seeiavng
experience some sort of an emo

tional "change" in order to have
had an experience with God.

What this says to me is that my

"salvation" is dependent on how
1 feel. If my walk with God is okie-

people undergo such "bizarre'

(to the secular world) transfor

mations where they lay on the

floor trembling, laughing or
ciying would scare the crud
out of me. It would make it a

dokie then I'll be happy, joyous lot easier for me, as a secular
and at peace.
1 disagree.

person, to attach the label "fa

Life is not a series of happy- natic" to those people and dis-

go-lucky experiences. Rather
sometimes life is crappy. That's
the nature of a fallen world and it

^ssoaate myself with anj/thing

moarnltoteUGodwhat
has notog to do with the status He should do, but on the other
some things don't seem
of one's relationship with God hand,
to
j
i
v
e
completely and, as Paul
The Psalmist even speaks of such

says, I am merely trying to
question everythhig."
Ifyou^nkaboutit,youcan't
I guess this attitude of (and
have
a hill without valleys (and
times as being valleys.

quote Mr. Hinn from the Or-

vice versa).

You can't have one without the ^onian) "[between now and
o t h e r.
year 2000] we're going to

T ' ^"serlative

^Pentecost...and
more people saved
God than at

But what puzzles me is why with a mithe

Spirit

would,

money
or with an emotional peace.

HjgCRESCENT, FRIDAY. SEPT 13,1996
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POEM: deemed "inappropriate" by fair volunteer
For Dad:
— Amy Luise Dent
For Dad:

and people ask me what

A college experiment

What's Bruin

on rockets and

Supreme Court

and

it's like to have a father with
s t e e l f o r fl e s h

solid fuel. With
carbon and sulfur

They think that
hands and fingers,

amonium

nerves and blood are the only
way your dad can touch you.

perchlorate that

If you are a Newberg

should have been

campus student

potassium nitrate

interested in working

in a combustion chamber

on the student

the best for swinging

that exploded into

government

on, playing tricks,

constitution, elections,

and a new court policy,
then apply for a

fear, pain and loss, as

Supreme Court

birds fluttering
forlornly to the earth.

nails, Halloween

and chasing away nightmares
And a thumb...
a thumb can

MaJmfeldt at 4101 for

Brothers and friends,

more info.

and a wife who

caress a baby's
cheek just as

would love him

well as a whole hand

Health and

without pity, and

Counseling Centers

teach him to

M o v e

use his wits with

Both George Fox
University's Health
Center and Counseling
Center have moved to
the Gilmore house at
9 11 E . S h e r i d a n . H e a l t h
center hours are 9-12
and 1-4:30. Call

counseling center at
2350 for an
appointment.
Meal

turning logs, pounding

his hands became

position. Contact ASC
Justice Rebecca

but a hook is

eggs and greased doorknobs.
Two days before the
fair's close, officials apolo
gized, saying that it was not
in the power of one indi

tor had deemed the mate
rials mounted with the

poem "inappropriate". The
volunteer went on to say
that the poem itself was not
the issue, but attaching an

vidual to make this kind of

a r t i fi c i a l l i m b t o i t w a s o f

decision. They offered to let
Dent resubmit her poem for

fensive and to display it

o f fi c i a l s

to

determine

would be insensitive to the

whether

it

could

handicapped community.

displayed.

— Amy Luise Dent

A new hand, made with bands

and cables, straps and sockets,
levers, liners, and a hook.

At that point. Dent declined
saying it was "not the environ
ment I wanted my poem
displayed in."
Jack Dent's main concern re

be

garding the handling of Amy's

poem was that the incident
would somehow "diminish him

in her eyes," although, after
speaking with Amy and reading
the content of her poem, one
would hardly think ths possible.

Plan

Exemptions

Meal plan exemption
check lists are available

in the Student Life
office on the Newberg
campus. You must

George Fox students voice
concern about Iraqi bombings

apply for an exemption

past week. George Fox
sophomoreAngela
Halverson expresses concern
on the ban. "I think I need

acted out with compassion,"
"Saddam is [still] making

Last week, the U.S. initiated

four years financially backed
such opposition groups.
At the same time presi
dent Clinton is urging sena
tors to ratify a weapons pact.

more information on the is

the same idle threats and

a missile offensive on various

This would be a "Global

Clinton is being fake and is

strategic targets in Iraq, as a re
sult of the invasion of Iraqi
troops into Kurdish territories.
Twenty seven cruise missiles

chemical weapons ban
treaty" aimed at keeping
chemical weapons out of
states such as Iraq, thus re

sue, but since this is sup
posed to be a global ban then
does this mean Clinton will

Kalley Nelson, Freshman.
The American public, and
particularly the voting popu
lation, is wondering if this is
just an election year plea for
votes on the part of the

by Sept. 20.

SARAH

Please submit all

ANDREW S. MILLER

requests to the Student
Life office

Staff Writers, The Crescent

Bruin Basketball Host/
Hostesses

Play a part in George Fox's
basketball program as a

JOHNSON

AND

try to enforce this ban on U.S.
soil also?"

Bruin host or hostess.
Hosts and Hostesses are

w e r e l a u n c h e d i n t h e fi r s t

George Fox's official
greeters and hand out
programs at men's and

later on in the week. This of

Shield, and the ensuing hos

"I don't know what the situation is from

Volunteer positions are

tilities of Desert Storm.

the Kurdish perspective, but I question the
coincidence of this happening during an

women's home games.

available for both men and

women. Applications are
available in the President's/
University Relations

round, with another seventeen

fensive comes five years after

the deployment of Desert
Stories have emerged since

then speculating about the ex
tent to which the United States
wishes to be involved in this

Office. For more info.,

operation. The missile attack

Sports info office or by e-

dermined a CIA (Central In

contact Rob Felton in the
mail.

Newberg Chapel
Exemptions

Exemption forms for fall
semester chapels on the

in Iraq is alleged to have un

coup Iraqi dictator Saddam

Hussein. The group of CIA
officers there to carry out the
undercover operation were
forced to leave due to the
American offensive. It is also

reported by Reuters that

available in the Student

President Clinton authorized

Life Office. You must

weapons, military training

and intelligence equipment

filled out and returned
by Sept. 20.

Room Change Info.
Room change forms are

available from your R.D.

on Sept. 16-Oct. 18

election year and wonder if it might be politicaliy motivated.
Freshman

for groups seeking to over

throw Hussein. This is not

however a new stance. The
United States has for the last

Halverson also believes

diers much more secure"

that "Saddam isn't the only
problem. There has been a re
ligious war going on over
there for many years now. I
think Clinton is trying to
implement a short term so
lution to a long term prob

Clinton said.

lem."

from the Earth and make
America's citizens and sol

Several students in the

George Fox community have
expressed concern over the
developments during the

that

role

needs

to

be

more talk then action." says

As

Villaruel

points out, "I don't know what
the situation is from the

Kurdish perspective, but I
question the coincidence of
this happening during an elec
tion year and wonder if it
might be politically motivated.
I also wonder if the second

Kalley Nelson,
ducing the likelihood of US
forces facing chemical at
tacks in battles. "By voting
for this treaty the Senate can
help to banish poison gas

but

Democrats.

telligence Agency) effort to

Newberg campus are

have them completely

r

Sometimes that's necessary,

Freshman

Nicolle

Villaruel states "My impres
sion is that America is trying
to be the world's watchdog.

bombing this past week was
necessary."
Freshman Lena Zamarripa
agrees: "I think that this act is
politically motivated by the
upcoming elections."
Regardless of the motiva
tion, one strong feeling is that
the U.S. is not acting fast
enough.
"The U.S. government
needs to go to the source and
quit beating around the bush,"
suggests freshman Dawna
Yntema.

Happy Birthday Sarah Swanson!

T H E CRESCEHTJWDMJ;E^I^
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Fox
Safe-Watch
Campus 'Grandpa'

ANNETTE NELSON

Staff Writer, Ttie Crescent

A s t h e n e w s t u d e n t s fi l t e r

in to Marriott at the beginning
of the year, snatches of conver
sation can be overheard: "Who

is that older guy sitting over
near the door?" "Is he a pro

fessor with a taste for cafete
ria food?" "Is he a 'nontraditional' student, determined to

get his bachelor's degree at

an electrician. Throughout
the twelve years he worked
here, Roy had a hand in ev

buildings are named - get him
to tell you about Mr. Weesner
sometime! He also collects genea

erything from fixing heaters

logical information about, and

to changing light bulbs and
installing telephones. At
one point he was offered the
top job in the department,
but he declined it because
he does not like to tell

people what to do. That is
one thing you will notice
about Grandpa Roy - he

l a s t ? "
"Does he
live here
a

has compiled a list of at least

those who are freshmen and

outside the cafeteria from time to

transfers.

time? Grandpa Roy grows them
in his garden!
Grandpa Roy was recently
n a m e d " V o l u n t e e r o f t h e Ye a r "

■sevrciesas

weekly column, I will keep
you updated on what is hap

u

r

i n g 1 y
enough,
but

rather

because of

yet heard,

tance with

his

an

assis

to

ail three

questions
"no!"

T

h

e

Wa t c h . "

In this, what I hope to be a
pening on your campus re

campus.

would like to share with you

chapel. He
was fairly

some information Andy N^er
(the Editor-in-Chief) pointed

u p s e t

out to me from "Insurance

when

News."

old chapel

If you live in the dorm and

man

was turned

fall victim to burglary (if you
have questions about the dif
ference between burglary and
theft feel free to give me a call),
many times your personal
possessions are insured under

into

H i e b e r t

restroom

( s a y

"Hee-bert"), and he is George
Fox University's own unoffi

cial campus "Grandpa."
"Grandpa Roy," as most

students call him, will readily
tell you any of the following
details of his life if you eat

with him someday, but there
are only seven extra chairs at

the table, so I'll give you a brief
bio.

Roy was "born, not
hatched," seventy-two years
ago. Unlike most men of his
generation, he did not serve
in WWII because his father's

desertion during Roy's se
nior year of high school left
him the primary breadwin

m

does not tell you what to do,
he makes his opinion

known as a series of gentle
opinions. Come to think of
it, while I was interviewing

him at lunch he casually

mentioned to a couple of
students that Marriott
would not cost so much if

c o n fi d e d t h a t h e w a s h e r

doesn't care what you call

tion for seven years after
graduating. He then at
tended Cascade College in
Portland, and eventually got
a job as a high school science
and shop teacher in
Clatskanie, Oregon. He was
married his Sophomore year
of college at age twenty-nine.

him "as long as you call me

to return home, Roy applied
for and received (with no in
terview!) a job here at Fox as

sit - be assured that there will be

no "strangers" after a couple of
minutes!

Since Grandpa Roy's wife
died in 1992, many students have
asked if he'd like to get married
again. "Sure!" he says, "Butwhat
woman would put up with all
the time I spend over here? You
guys are worth it!"
So next time you're at

Marriott, drop by his table. Sign
his Bruin, add your name to his

these items. It's wise to check

with your parents.

and get three or four quotes be
fore deciding who to buy from.
Typically renter's insurance is

not very expensive and it may
protect the items that are in your
car should it be burglarized.
Check with your agent to make
s u r e .

Here are some other things

ing and going though out the
day and night, it is important
that you become acquainted

with those living in your resi
dence hall. Becoming familiar
with who does and who does

not belong in your living area
will increase security for ev

Develop a mind set that you
are living in a public environ
to temptation.
• The most common secu

rity problem we face atCeorge
Fox is bike theft. More than

half of our campus criminal

complaints are reports of sto

len bikes. Frequently stolen
bikes are left unlocked and are

easy marks for theft. For more

information on ways to keep

your bike safe, please contact
the security office.

• Please make use of the

campus late at night since a

area. We have had no prob
lems related to personal
safety, but we prefer you
make use of available ser

vices as a precautionary
measure. You may drive di
rectly to the Security office,
park in the driveway, come
into the office and ask an of

ficer to ride with you to the
parking lot.
If you have any questions,
feel free to contact us at ext
3842.

CarQuest of

Newbcrg <dR5UEST

a few minutes. That's what he's

2316-A Portland Rd.

here for!

Newberg, OR 97132

As a "grandpa," Roy

cess and dorm residents com

late return probably means
parking in a more remote

is a special clause relating to

genealogical list, or just chat for

for lunch!"

of the possibiUty of public ac

ers, furs and so on unless there

table is always a "safe" place to

The inspiration for his
current position came from
one of the work study stu
dents he supervised, who

of which he attends regularly. His

dence halls are open through
out the day as weU. Because

Security Services escort pro
gram when returning to

he hinting at something?

ceeded to work in construc

the same subjects in Ethiopia
for eight years.
When it finally came time

to make it easier to move.

the public several hours each
day. External doors to resi

your parent's homeowner's
policy. However, some policies
do not cover jewelry, comput

renter's insurance. C^ around

their elders by just a first
name - but he says he really

seven years, and then taught

finally made to construct the
small building behind Edwards,
Grandpa Roy showed up to help
out. He worked tirelessly, even
pulling the nails out of old wood

for chapel and Greenroom, both

ties. However, he got over his

He worked in Clatskanie for

noise. When the decision was

If you live off campus you
will need to provide your own

deference to students who
find it uncomfortable to call

disappointment and pro

c o u p l e
years back, and started making

Grandpa Roy can be found at

until he was twenty-five and

did not become a Christian

a

Marriott nearly all day - except

had no particular qualms
about war in the early For

what upsetting to Roy - he

n

they didn't have to hire
workers to push in chairs
and bus trays. Hmm...was

"campus dad." So when he
retired about ten years ago,
Roy kind of "slipped in" to
the role of campus grandpa.
He added the "grandpa" in

ner at home. This was some

e

buildings are often open to

ment and anyone. Christian or
non-Christian, may succumb

p r a y e r

question
is Roy

Fox is a private institution,

formation on life at a college

also be passing on helpful in

gentle
in

• Even though George

eryone in the residence hall.

To get the ball rolling I

the

to keep iu mind:

garding crime and different
ways you can prevent it. I will

new

the

is

the director of Campus Safety
and Security here at George
Fox and what you are reading

by the school - not because of his

case you
haven't

swer

My name is Carl and I am

now is called "Fox Safe-

just in

the

you who are returning and
welcome for the first

i n t e r e s t -

Weil,

Welcome back to those of

beautiful flowers you can find

grandpa,

Marriott?"

Director of Campus Security

14,000 names. Oh, and those

o

t

CARL ECKLUND

538-7377 AUTO PARTS STORES

spends a good deal of his
time just talking with the

students that file past his
table every day.
He memorizes hundreds

of student names every
year, and he likes to collect
signatures in his Bruin di

N Me w
b ,ecrAgL cCE aN-TTT
re
E D

rectory.

Roy is also an excellent

source of Quaker history,
having had personal rela
tionships with many of the
people for which campus

• Professional Medical Services

PQ

• Open 7 days a week

• Walk-ins always welcome
• Sports Physicals

: ^ <D

^ O ^
0 0

Dry Cleaning

Oh
m

O
u

Drive-In Window for Pickup & Drop-Ojf

9-<

537-9600

CD

"jstonebolcksouh
t of99W,BehnidBurgerKnig.
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Exaggerated Bradys take us back in time

features the
exaggerated

70s Bradys
living in a
very

90s

world.

Emily

The movie

Plato

KARA FOUTS & EMILY PLATO
Staff Columnists, The Crescent

Growing up, we would

is hilarious
when com
pared to cur
rent shows like

Friends and
90210. Its overs

weetened

ther figure. We all wanted to
crawl into his lap and let his

fanatics) the movie will seem

ality of Mike on the big screen.
It's all too apparent that we're
not in Bradyville anymore,
Tiger.

words of wisdom soothe our

the attic for a bedroom. We are
once again introduced (or not
introduced) to Jan's fictitious

of the Brady Bunch TV show
are magnified to the extreme

noon dose of Brady family on old TV episodes. To avid
values.
Brady fans (borderline Brady
Mike was the universal fa

Carol said goodbye forever, we
could all call them "Mom" and
"Dad."

Amidst a montage of
patent leather belts, polyester
leisure suits, and old-fash

ioned virtues, the Bradys
bust into this decade with the

timeless Brady spirit still in-

date innocence with the

see

fast-paced 90s.
Mike visits the busy po

bathroom? After 25 years
of dating, will Alice and

lice station where NBC's Ho

Sam

micide

And most puzzling, why
was Bobby always mow
ing the lawn if it was

detectives

are

tfivial background check on

mesmerizing force of the TV

sode had rolled and Mike and

no going back. The Brady
era has departed. Thank
fully the classic reruns will
never let us forget.
But even this up-to-date

Once disengaged from the cases. He insists they run a

The movie is a satire based

soul. By the time the last epi

We then realize there is

know the show never sug
gested it, but come on,
you can't tell us you never
thought about it.
The movie cleverly
magnifies the naivete of
the family, comparing
their seemingly out of

swamped with murder

esomeness is delightfully ab
settle on the couch every whol
surd.
weekday at 4:30 for our after

(After all, they're not "real"

a suspicious house guest.

b r o t h e r a n d s i s t e r. ) We

full of old family jokes.
Marcia and Greg feud over

boyfriend, George Glass.
Mike and Carol are still dis

cussing family issues while sit
ting upright in bed.

And who could forget the

family vacation in Hawaii?

Even the Tiki doll manages to

bring a little bad luck once
again.

movie failed to answer a

few eternal Brady ques
tions. Did anyone actually
a

toilet

ever

in

tie

the

the

kids'

knot?

Astroturf?

show, we can face the harsh re

The characteristic elements

in the movie.

Have Mike's analogies al
ways been so out-of-control?
Has Cindy's lisp always been
so prevalent? Did Alice's well
of wit finally run dry? Has Jan
always been so awkwardly
homely?
Have sparks always flown
between Greg and Marcia?

A pointed example of bad taste: The Brady's

Pearl Jam experiments u2:Rattie and Hum
DAN SAWYER

D AV I D L I A B R A AT E N

Manson stole from the Beetles;
we're stealin' it back."

b&w film loses its effort and be

Guest Writer

Staff Writer, The Crescent

The Paramount logo appears
About two weeks ago I was in

on the screen to the sound of a

my car with the radio blaring on
my favorite alternative station.
Oasis had just finished their

cheering crowd, and the voice of

Bono (U2's lead singer and lyri
cist) clearly resoimds through the
arena "This is the song Charles

crooning when a strange sound
came over my speakers.

It began wi^ some bongos

With those words. Rattle and

and other percussive clicking and

Hum is off to a hard-hitting start.
An explosion of sight and sound,

clacking in a s)mcopated manner.

The guitars kicked in and... wait

this 1988 concert film takes the
viewer with the band on their
Rattle and Hum concert tour from

... is that Eddie Vedder? What I

had supposed for Arrested De
velopment was actually VJho You
Are, the first single from Pearl
Jam's new albxim No Code.
Rock and roll recluses Eddie

join new drummer Jack Irons in
Pearl Jam's fourth outing. Irons

edectic drum style often involves
the use of bongos, shakers, con

The next three songs. Habit,

Red Mosquito, and Lukin are me

gas, and other non-traditional per

diocre and sometimes annoy-

tar parts, several tracks on this al

ample of the loud-and-soft dy

cussion. Combined wi^ some
new sounding but simplistic gui
bum have a folk twist that is some

Present Tense is a good ex

namic that was characterized

the entrance of bands like
what strange but pleasing to the by
Nirvana and Pearl Jam. Stone
cerebral

cortex.

,

,

takes a turn at lead vocals m the

The albums thirteen tracks b^ alterna-poppy. Mankind. The
gin with Ughtly jazzy ^ ambient I'm Open starts with
digest Sometimes. Hoih . ^"^8^ the first verse in spoken word
in the familiar driving cbstorto-

and uses some guitar effects
and keyboards to wrap you
with sound.

The album closes up with a
my
personal favori
te/n My
a rhythmically
relaxing
tune. country/folk styleballad entitled

that numbs your ears as ^^ce
l ArmJtlu; Bend. Neil Yoimg s in

rates the rest of the film, while still

States.

being entranced by the passion

and dazellingvisu^ effects. This
rest is much needed, for after the

last chords of Running to Stand

music. I think back to 1991-92

ness that leaves the viewer

when Ten first exploded onto moved, regardless of personal
the scene. Pearl Jam's sound political convictions.
was flawless, aggressive, raw
All of the songs in the film are,
and emotionally uninhibited.
more or less, old news insofar that
You can still find tlie same type most of it is available on one CD
of artistic intensity but in a differ or another. But there are several
ent way. During the releases of all medlys, audience dialogues, and
the albums following Ten, Pearl extra verses added on to hit songs
Jam has reigned on high in the i n t h e fi l m t h a t a r e u n a v a i l a b l e
rock world from some obscure

anywhere else, and these are the
most powerful moments of all.
concert appearances, and very Ranging from the heart-wrench
little of anything besides radio ing medly of Bad/Ruby Tuesday to
play and album sales have made the head pounding powerful ren
watch tower. No videos, limited

the average Pearl Jam fan a bit dition of Exit/Gloria, the Irish
more than frustrate.
Quartet pays homage to their mu

I applaud their decision to put sical roots (Van Morrison and the

"rS°„Vweget
PearUam^s
take on the blues as Vedder

vSymuchlikePearlJam slastal-

recognized before the end of the

lifestyle.

taking visual sequence. The au
dience gets a brief emotional re
prise from the rawness that satu

Still fade, the b&w is back with a

fluence on the young rocte is

apparent in this sorig. No (^>s

butions may not be completely

bum Vitalogym that it

century.

No Code may seem messy and

eral listens before you can totaUy

out of touch with current trends,

a laid-back-jam-ses-

but Vedder and the boys are

s-px""" it an element sometimes missed

screen for the film's most breath

movie is a unique rrdx of artistry,
showmanship, raw emotion, and
in smooth, over-produced 90s unabashed political outspoken

breaths his calming intensi y

Sion feel to this album that giv^

nal, full color bursts onto the

has done. Like their music, U2's

the music first. Pearl Jam's contri

takes his hand (or she

gins to be drab rather than origi

Dublin, Ireland, across the United

does things ffiat
no other concert film in history

Vedder, Jeff Ament, Stone
Gossard, and Mike McCready

A l m o s t t h e e n t i r e fi l m i s s h o t

in black an white, lending a raw
edge to the already stark emotion
that permeates the film. The en
ergy explosion at the beginning
of ffie film serves only as an open
ing, and from there the crescendo
continues relentlessly, ascending
to a higher peak after every new
plateau. Near the end, just as the

working to bring rock music to its
next evolutionary step.

Rolling Stones respectively). On

the more familiar front, Wff/i or
Without You has an extra verse, as

doesBuUet the Blue Sky, where
Bono fiercely indicts the
hypocracy of American

televangelism by sharply crying

"The God I believe in isn't short

of cash. Mister!".

vengence, as Bono lets loose with
a version of Sunday Bloody Sun
day that was filmed on the day of
the IRA bombing of a

rememberance day parade full of
"old-age pensioners."
The climax left me so breath

less that I barely noticed the last
two songs {Pride and All I Want Is
You) the first time 1 watched it.
Rattle and Hum is well worth

the time and money to rent. Side
note for anyone who's interested:
the only rentable copy in the area
is available in Sherwood at

Moyer's First Stop Video. Enjoy!

VIDEO REVIEW

★★★if
U2:RATTLE & HUM
RATED:

PG-13 for Strong
Language
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Bruin Volleyball Kills All: No M^h for Fbx
—

•

•

1

ovpn

SARAH SWANSON

Hager's serve, which was on

Sports Editor, The Crescent

in the game, taking it to four

o u g hthough
t hthey
e > didn'thave
titohneven

that game, the Bruins stayed

teen-all and fifteen-all before

George Fox women's volley

ball started it's season with a

bang last Saturday. At two
o'clock in the afternoon they
slammed Whitman in four

blood in the fourth contest

games to take their first match,

when back-row specialist
Janette Monckton (junior,
Portland, OR) served for a

a conference counter. Then, at

seven that evening they won
their second conference counter

it to 8-3 in just a few minutes.
Whitman coach Dean Snider

called for a time out, but he

Freshman Sharon Bamett (Sa

Whitman. And it wasn't until
a Bruin miscommunication as

to who would take the ball that

Whitman scored at all. Though

Junior Janette Mockton digs the ball as her team looks on.

couldn't stop the Bruin's mo

He had little to worry about
that first game. The Bruins kept

competition with a 15-5 score.
Coach Grant was pleased

their opponents to only six
points in a match that lasted a

it worried head coach Steve

scant twenty minutes.
Whitman woke up for the
second game of the match, tak

Grant slightly. "It may have

ing the Bruins to a fourteen-all

the eight straight points made
for a crowd-pleasing spectacle,
hurt us," he said. "We could
have taken them (Whitman] too

situation. A kill by Michelle

Harper (junior, Monmouth, OR)

ended the Whitman rally, and a

lightly after that."

her stats. More importantly, the
whole team played strongly.
"Whitman had a match under
their belt already," said Grant.

"Even though we didn t, and
point. George Fox quickly even
though we made some first
dominated the match, taking

against Whitworth.
The Bruins caught the Mis
sionaries sleeping in the first
game of the afternoon match.
lem, OR) served for eight
unreturned points against

fir^t outing. Davis started her

a kill by Whitman's Mandy college career with six solo blwks
Rockwell crushed the Bruin s andtLkiUs. Barnett began hers
with thirteen digs and |wdve
hope of a 3-game match.
The Bruin's drew first kils. Harper added ten ^lls to

block by freshman Angela
Powell (Roseburg, OR) and jun
ior Kari Guyer (Medford, OR)
put away the game for the Bru
ins.

The third game of the match
did not go as well for the Bru
ins. Whitman's Donna Hager
had a decent jump serve, which
posed a problem for the George
Fox volleyball team. Despite

mentum, and Fox ended the
with his team's play. "It was a

very good opening match for

us. Three freshmen [Beth

Davis (Salem, Or), Powell and
Bamett] had to carry a lot of
responsibility and did very
well... Also, a couple of kids
who hadn't played a lot last
year had to carry a good por-

game mistakes, we showed a lot

ofpotentiaLen match
went much like the first. The

Bruins pounded the Pirates 152 to jump ahead. After a
struggle in the second game, GF
volleyball emerged victorious

16-14. Whitworth took the third

game, but George Fox battled

back and won the next game to
end the match in four.

If the team keeps up this per
formance, it will surely be in
contention for the top spot in the
conference.

Men's XC Aged to Perfection
RYAN CHANEY

Gibson, George Fox will follow
the pace of 1995 All-American
Eli Lane (Sr., Seward HS,
Alaska) and Academic All-

again be in the trophy hunt, as
will powerful new addition
University of Puget Sound.

American Sean Beebe (Sr., Sa

season's NAIA national cham

pionships. According to Cook,

team, the 1996 edition of which

lem Academy HS, Ore.). Lane
finished 29th in last year's
NAIA national championship,

will include no less than seven

Beebe finished 62nd. Both ath-

NAIA.

seniors. Five of the seven al

letes-as well as fifth-year se

ready have two years of NAIA
national championship meet
experience.
"We have a great opportu
nity with the quantity of seniors
we have. Logistically, that just
won't repeat very often," says

nior Jon Ulmer (Sr.,
Shorewood HS, Seattle,

"We'll have to run very
well," says Cook. "The only

Staff Writer, The Crescent

Tenth-year George Fox cross

country head coach Wes Cook

has been looking forward to old

age for years. Not for himself,

but for his men's cross country

Cook. "I think we will be at

least as good as we were last
year."
The Bruins concluded the

1995 season with a ninth-place

Wash.)-old slots on George
Fox's all-time top 25 list.
Curt Rosen (Sr., Newberg
Canby HS, Ore.) also bring na
tional championship meet expe

berths."

rience to the Bruins this season.

"Our leadership is strong,
but I don't see one person stand

championship meet in

do things collectively pretty

ated

Ail-American

Erik

guaranteed trip to nationals
belongs to the conference
champion, so we'll have to be
pretty high up in the rankings

to get one of the 10 at-large

ing out," says Cook. "The se
niors are pretty close, and they

previous nine years of coach
ing, George Fox has place in the
NAIA's top ten five times.
Running without gradu

the Pacific Northwest Region is
the most competitive in the

HS, Ore.) and Dave Dewar (Sr,

fi n i s h a t t h e N A I A n a t i o n a l

Kenosha, Wisconsin. In Cook's

UPS placed fourth in last

Last season an at-large
berth was what bought the
16tii-ranked Bruins their trip to
Kenosha.

Philomath HS, Ore.) is run

American in cross country,

Following the seniors, and
looking to earn himself a spot

ning much better early this
season, and seniors George
Althaus (Sr., Stayton HS, Ore. /

overshadow his athletic ones.

among the Bruin's seven scor

ing runners, Brandon Work

weU."

Pretty well may not cut it fiiis

season in the Northwest Confer

ence of Independent Colleges,
however. 1995 NCIC champion
Pacific Lutheran University will

95-96 men's cross country team runs with the pack at Champooeg
Workman will be followed by B r u i n s a s w e l l .
Gibson returns to the George
classmates John Mantalas (Fr.,
Gladstone HS, Ore.) and Fox program this season as
Bryan Thompson (Fr., Cave Cook's assistant coach. Twice an
All-American in track's 3,000Junction HS, Ore.).
Erik Thompson (So., meter steeplechase and once an AU-

man (Fr., Moscow HS, Idaho)
enters the season as George
Fox's top newcomer. Idaho's

Chemeketa CC, Ore./Azusa
Pacific, Cal.), Dave Dixon (Sr.,
Homedale HS, Caldwell,

Gibson's motivational abilities may
Cook is excited with the upcom
ing season's opportunities. "A topten finish at nationals is certainly
possible, but a top^-four finish is

class A2 state track and field

(Sr., Sunset HS, Portland, Ore.)

hardware. We've never finished
higherthan fifth, butthatis the kids'

champion at 1600 meters.

may be in the points for ffie

'pie in the sky' goal."

??? HS, Yakima, Wash.), fol

Cross Country Team
Cook. McCart, Kiester and Turner

Idaho) and Chris MacLeod

Women Runners Face Uphill Battle
RYAN CHANEY
Staff Writer. The Crescent

The George Fox University
women's cross country team
will be keying off the speed of
a pair of former Ail-Americans
as they attempt to retain their
reputation as one of the NAIA's
top programs. With their small
est turnout in eight years and

just one of the Lady Bruins' top
four runners returning-1994
All-American Rebekah Ulmer

(Jr., Shorewood HS, Seattle,

Wash.)-staying near the top of
the NAIA may be tougher do
than in recent years.
Pushing Ulmer at the front
of the Lady Bruin pack will be
Brooke Barton (Sr., Lake Os

wego HS, Ore.), back in action
again after battling injuries
her sophomore and junior

she placed 30th in the 1993
NAIA national championship
meet.

According to head coach
Wes Cook, the goal this season
is to get a high enough rank
ing in the final NAIA coaches'
poll to receive an at-large berth
to the NAIA national champi
onship meet in Kenosha, Wis
consin. "Not many teams in
our

conference

will

have

a

chance to beat the University
of Puget Sound and get the
automatic qualifying (to the
national meet).

tional meet, while Whitman fin
ished third in the NCIC and sixfti

in the nation. George Fox was
runner-up in the NCIC and

placed an underpowered 14th at
the national meet.

Five Lady Bruins bring NAIA
national championship experi
ence into the season wifii them.

Besides Ulmer and Barton, co-

captain Jarae Kauffman (Sr.,
Lakeridge HS, Lake Oswego,
Ore.), Alisha Mulkey (So.,
Greenleaf Friends Academy HS,
Eagle, Idaho) and Rima Butler fir.,

Shorewood HS, Seattle, Wash.)

lowed by former high school

Northwest

have raced in Kenosha. With the

Conference newcomer-and
four-time NAIA national cham

graduation of All-American
Dawn Hartwig (Smith) and Emily

soccer player Leanna Evans (Fr.,
??? HS, Montesano, Wash.) and

pion-UPS, Pacific Lutheran Uni
versity and Whitman College also

Bergman, MuScey appears posed

(??? HS, Chehalis, Wash.) and

three.

One-half of George Fox's team
are newcomers. Leading die rook

Medford HS, Ore.). Walk-on
Lauren Turner (Jr., South
Medford HS, Ore.) is a wildcard

ies is Shannon St. Lawrence (Fr.,

who could turn into a scorer for

In

addition

to

stand in the way of a George Fox
NQC championship. PLU won

season's NCIC championship
years. Barton earned All- last
American recognition when meet and placed eighth in the na-

to be among ftie Lady Bruins' top

track sprinters Melody McCart

Kanie Kiester (NorthOR^uth

are new to the sport.

p^pi
the Bruins'
tough small
competi
n
and
theteLady
andtioine^nenced numbers. Cook says
^ capable of running

well. Ifwearehealthy and are run^g
like we can,
we are
stm asays
top
ic (national
meet)
team,"
Cook, adding, "even if we are just
fourth m the conference."
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Sports Talk

Volleyball Wishes and Harley Davidson Dreams

with

we think. By only spending

wearing leather and chains

on his black Harley

Mike

a limited amount of time

Davidson. This accentuated

with them, we were thor

our nervousness. Mike

oughly impressed by their
attitude, intensity and
skills. If that has any indi

cried. But, coach Grant flat

& Jory

out told us " I am willing to
give you guys a fair shot at
making the team just like the
rest of these girls." We

cation of the success of this

team, they are going to go
very far. We invite all of you
to come out and support

worked and worked and
worked. Hustled. Sweated

MIKE SMOLKO & JQRY SMITH

our ladies this season. It

and lifted weights once.
Made it to a couple of prac
tices. Then one day coach

Staff Columnists, The Crescent

Well, we were wondering
why any of you should care
about what we have to say

will be well worth your
while.

called us to his office and sat

us down. We were just about

about sports. There

Actual footage of Mike and Jory getting cut

really isn't a good

reason. After giving
it a lot of thought,
the logical choice
seemed to be that

maybe we should

some type of coordination, and

smart remarks about Jory's

Mike, I like that new hair cut!"

Well, we pretty much got the

haircut. This team doesn't lack
in the areas of character and

picture. (But, the both of us still

chemistry. "Everybody has a

Zamboni accident. It wasn't

positive attitude and their

his fault. It wasn't his

in the gym and it feels good to

help. Nate, if you ever need

believe that our refusal to wear

somehow add cred

ibility to our names.
To do this, we de

cided to join an ath
letic team here at Fox
We had some trouble

butt-huggers was the real rea
son we got cut).
The one thing that we did

hearts are right."- Jen Rennie
(sophomore). "You can walk

learn this week was that the

be there. You know everyday

at first deciding
which fall sport to

volleyball team is a class act.
We talked to many staff and
faculty members and they all
had positive things to say

play. Mike wanted to

about the ladies on the team

do cross-country be
cause of his long legs,
but he didn't realize

and the volleyball program in

general. Throughout the

Come on Mike, you can block it! NOT!

it involved so much

running. He thought it only con
sisted of finid^ lines and cute girls.
Jory, on the other hand, wanted
to give soccer a shot, but he didn't
realize that they had practices. So
we both decided to compromise

and try out for volleyball instead.

to confront him on our wear

ing shorts instead of butt
huggers and he cut us. He

handed the matter in a very

We asked Nathan Beget
(sophomore, 7 consonants 4
vowels) if he could give us
his synopsis of the volley
ball program. He re
sponded, "1 like volleyball.
Its a team sport. My great

years, this year not being an
exception, the team has con
sistently done very well aca
demically. The girls were re

ally fun to hang around with
and they didn't make any

uncle

was

killed

in

a

fault." Mike and Jory think
Nate needs to get some
to talk, we're here for ya.

is going to be a good day"-

Mike has to confess that

Rachel Evans (sophomore).
Jan Cain of the athletic depart

it is hard for him to put
aside time for writing this

ment even mentioned "The

article because he has to

volleyball team has a lot of
class." It is very evident that

study a lot of hours for his

the Lord has a hand on the vol

leyball team this year.
Aside from chemistry, a lot
of people want to get down to
the nitty-gritty. Is the team go
ing to stack up some W's in the

win-loss column. Here's what

World of Music class. They
have just finished their
reggae unit and are now cov

ering the extensive world of
Bruce Springsteen. Mike

isn't bitter at all that he has

to take that class. Jory thinks
Mike is retentive.

classy way by thanking us for
trying out, telling us our
strength and weaknesses,
and promising us
a

ride

on

his

Harley. He told
us our strength
was color coordi

nation. Then he
told us our weak
nesses

were

bumping, setting,
spiking and
pretty much ev
erything else in
volved

in

or

around volleyball. In fact he

Sophomore Coby Von der—Meetl i knocks
ke,
"ggij
y o something
u
guys
Jory down a peg at practice

We were kind of intimidated

have absolutely
no motor skills, you need to

at first to be on the floor with such

forget everything you

great athletes. Especially when

Walleyball class and develop

coach Steve Grant showed up

learned in Manfred's

Bad to the bone - The team, Coach Grant, Mike, Jory, and the Harley

Seattle Breezes by Fox
SARAH JOHNSON
Staff Writer, The Crescent

Youth and inexperience were

At this point, Sarah Bowder

(sophomore, Tigard, OR) replaced

injured freshman Jennifer Rahm.

Bowder added touch and skill to
the team despite her pulled ham

the downfall of the George Fox
women's soccer team last string, but it wasn't enough. By
time, Seattle was up 3-0.
Saaturday as they were van- halfThe
break meant a motiva
TheChieflains (wtio wem u,.^

tional talk from first-year assistant

game3and0)si
plyout0m^at]di^
the Bruins (whomwere

coach Nick Goertzen and tactical

'""^fB^iS^'strtedenthusias-

planinthehopesofrecoveringthe
diree goals. Unfortunately, the

ter a 2-3 loss at Central Washmg

"^^"^^rdt'aMhrtwenty

changes from head coach Byron

goae
il Sarah Iverson (PuyaUop,
^Rve minutes

half.

In the latter half of the game,

new strategy was ineffective, and
Seattle ultimately scored another

Men's Soccer

Sept 7 GF vs UC San Diego
2

3

the team demonstrated tiiat it

can play good soccer given the
chance. As Christy Gross, a se

Women's Soccer

nior who is redshii^g this year

Sept 4 GF vs Central WA University

due to an injured hip flexor,
states, "the girls need to play

Sept 7 GF vs Seattle University

with each other—communicate.

play as a team unit... There are a
lot of new styles and ideas to
adjust to and it all takes time."
It is obvious from the sparks

of exciting play that shined
through from time to time

Although the second half did that the GF women's soccer
not bring a goal for the Bruins, it t e a m w i l l b e a f u n t e a m t o
did bring a rekindling of the fire watch. Just give them time to
lost midway through the first h^. come together.

tains' Brooke HUl made it a 2-0 Aggressive play and tenacity
ballgame.

Fox Score Board
Sept 8 GF vs Gal Lutheran University

Shenk. Shenk decided to utilize a Communication is the key as
more aggressive offensive game they get to know each other and

oal and ended the game with a
Jackson booted the P™ g
4-0 victory. *

outstretched arms of P jj _

seemed to flow through the Bru
ins—a pleasant change from the
tired and listless play of the first

3

5

2

3

0

3

Women's Volleyball
Sept7GF vs Whitman Sept7 GF vsWhitworth
15
16

6

15

14

15

2
8

15

17

5

15

15

5

15

9

Men's XC

Clackamas CC 40

Women's XC

Whitman
26
Northern Idaho 47

George Fox 44

George Fox 57
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main plaza with water hoses.
Townspeople covered their

Or Something
Like that..
Monkey see, monkey do
COPENHAGEN,DENMARK~

The Copenhagen Zoo has
added two new primates to its
collection of baboons, orangu
tans and chimps - a local couple
representing Homo sapiens.
L i v i i
out

thei

d a i l y
lives in a
m

1

n

I

-

apartm

e

7 M

David Feimster, who is on his

and a pair of

cago, gets a

seconds, save for a moment of

munching in the winner's
uses a microphone to regale

life-style.
PopeMobile, Part 1
AUBURN, INDIANA—

matoes

yesterday in the couple's cozy

In addition to the bluish-silver

weekend sale, Kruse Interna

b l u i s h - s i l v e r c a r.

lars' worth of

Included in the trip is a pri
vate Mass in the Pope's chapel
at St. Peter's Basilica, a picture
with the Pope and a special

them.

tional is auctioning off Pope

car, the high bidder gets a trip
to Rome to meet the Pontiff.

"This was his personal
car that he actually drove,"
said Kruse spokesman Jon
Yeh. "A guy that basically
everybody in the world has

day, some 20,000 people turned
132 tons of tomatoes into slop,

begun to attract foreigners as

known

well.

as

Cardinal

Karol

Wojtyla, and it's been in
storage since he became
Pope in 1978.

Elder
Advocates
Needed
An orientation for all those interested

in becoming volunteer advocates will
begin September 19 in Salem.

Vo l u n t e e r a d v o c a t e s a r e n e e d e d t o

serve as ombudsmen for residents of

and thirty-two tons
hundred

them.

Manuals

workers clung to ropes to keep
from sliding into the plaza, the

He'd throw one back at you.
It was a way of letting off

trucks dumped their entire

steam. Now, I look out into the

loads.

plaza and I don't know anybody."
n

r

Springbrook Plaza
1100 Springbrook Rd.
538-0441

Jerusalem

University
College
• Master of Arts
semester abroad

a
Ci

u

ui

• short-term academic

study programs

c

• credits transferable
• u

<3

Oh

O

t n

go

( J

• Biblical History
New Testament Backgrounds
• Middle Eastem Studies

> -

• Historical Geography

o

c

Hebrew Bible Translation

o

o

u

• Hebrew Language

a
o

3300 Portland Rd.
5 3 7 - 0 8 2 4 • FA X 5 3 7 - 0 9 7 3

graduate or undergraduate

0^

I
L

J

S
c

—gx—J

Jerusalem Campus

formerly; Insiilute of Holy Land Studies

1-800-891-9408

I Buy One Regularly Priced"!

provide a means to solve their prob
lems," says Kathy Walter, Volunteer Re
c r u i t m e n t S u p e r v i s o r. " I t h i n k t h a t
sometimes we forget about the elderly.
But it is important to remember that

[1MeIdentical
nu Item, RecMenu
eiveASeItem
cond «I
I

brazien

does."

contact Kathy Walter at 1-800-522-2602.

ONE

L

o

... Hnd much more

u

0

{of equal or lesser value)

c/>

Forms

o

GET ONE FREE

changes.
"Ombudsmen empower residents and

Fore more information about the pro
gram or to learn how to get involved

when you would know every
and throw a tomato at him.

and then work with the facilities to make

w o r k .

clean up the area.
"Before, it was better —

crowd below. Then, as the

v<

• Computer Rental
• Full Color Copies
• Tr a n s p a r e n c i e s

complaints and concerns of the residents

hours monthly on their ombudsman

to

heaved armloads into the

• Self Seruice Copies r" Expires November 30th. 19^

In Fred Meyer Shopping Center

Certified Ombudsmen spend sixteen

made

one," said Vincente Badia
Ruiz. "You'd see your enemy

RENT

the crowd gathered in Bunol's

skills, mediation, problem-solving skills

they—the elderly—have the same rights,
needs and wants that everybody else

and

twenty-four thousand of

The ritual began at 11:00 AM,

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-8:00' Sat 8-5

Certified Ombudsmen investigate

preparations
were

when men on trucks doused

nursing homes and adult foster care
homes. The training will cover such ar
eas as the aging process, communication
and investigation.

wash off as

of them.

Printing & Copying

•

people
left the

hundred

L ^ ^ Z E R^ Q CUO iP a
<
IES^

•

^ mass of

The annual Tomatina, or To

four-door car when he was

the

t h e
tired

plaza to

One

mato Festival, began a half-cen
tury ago and has been growing
ever since. It now draws people
from across Spain and has lately

their owner hopes to race the
pungent mammals at fairs
across the country.
"There is nobody else in the

used

Bet

tually

nearly a million fruits.

the Great Stoneboro Fair and

Pontiff

washed
houses.

coating the main plaza of Bunol
with the blood-red remains of

heard

of."

w h i t e -

Workers on the trucks

Skunks called the "Racing
Stinkers" are off and running at

The

tering the

thousand dol

food In Marriott was bad!

In less than an hour Wednes

tors with juicy
pulp and splat

S i x t e e n

Nine

BUNOL, SPAIN—It's prob
ably the world's biggest food
fight.

everywhere, covering celebra-

came.

loads of them.

And you thought throwing

much room to deliver a wellaimed pitch. Tomatoes went

Just past

thrown in. There's also a per
sonal visit with the pontiff, who
will turn over the keys to the

m

There were so many people

in the plaza, there was not

noon, the to
Five truck-

o

and began hurling them.

unison.

e

R

juice, dived into the tomatoes

"Tomate! Tomate! (To

Va t i c a n t o u r.

John Paul ITs 1975 Ford Escort.

ers.

^[P^^free trip to

track. It's all over in about four

some wearing goggles to pro
tect their eyes from the acrid

mato! Tomato!)" they
chanted, jumping in

Rich of Chi-

into context," Lehmann said

ners stink as much as the los

t h e a i r.

needed to get the
skunks moving down the

Buy a car, meet the Pope.
As part of its Labor Day

STONEBORO, PENNSYL
VANIA—In this race, the win

was the personal car of Cardi-

40 feet away is ^ that's

the zoo, apart from the preda
tors, are the apes, because we
see in them something of our
selves. This puts that similarity

What a stinker...

gan ripping off each other's T-

shirts, flinging the shreds into

fbuyer, 31'^year-old Jim

about skunks, their diet and

air-conditioned enclosure.

in the narrow plaza. They be

a 1975 Ford Escort that once

A single grape
placed on the ground

his audience with details

"The most visited animals in

jammed shoulder-to-shoulder

One buyer paid $102,000 at
auction Monday in Auburn for

Popl^

Henrik

acrobat

used car from this man?

A fever gripped the crowd

da before he be-

Lehmann and newspaper em
ployee Malene Botoft say they
hope to make visiting humans
think about their origins.

lemurs.

— mostly young men —

skunks.

Between races, Feimster

between

AUBURN, INDIANA—Pope
John Paul II: Would you buy a

first year on the road with

circle.

n

baboons

world doing skunk racing. We
are the one and only," said

PopeMobile, Part 2

windows and balconies with
huge plastic sheets.

The now delirious mob,

hakes, Cakes and More"

Daily Newberg D,Q. Espressos
Deals 404 W. 1st, Newberg IH
538-6112
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V FREE
-SKE
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Not
purchase
I No
^id onvalid
cakes oron
pies. G
ood only at Neper
wbergcoupon.
Dairy Queen. I
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